WASHINGTON — Alaska will join the Federal Union as its 49th State, following Senate approval 64-20 Monday night of the House Joint Resolution to extend statehood to the Territory of Alaska.

President Eisenhower's signature, which is assured, and the House of Representatives' action remain before statehood is formally achieved.

Approval was expected two senators and one representative will be sworn in next January to represent the newest state.

JACL office comments

The Washington JACL office offers congratulations to the people of Alaska for their achievement in the path to statehood for the world; however, they are on the precedents for non-contiguous territories to be accepted as states has been fully established; there is no valid reason remaining for continuing to deny the right of self-determination to the Territory of Hawaii full and complete statehood status. We look to Congress not later than in the next session (1958) to deal with the half-century old pledge of eventual statehood to the islands of Hawaii.

The Senate accepted the House joint resolution as a 28-word need, butting down every effort to amend legislation which would have sent the measure back to the House and invited further delays, and sent the measure to President Eisenhower.

Opposition from South

Most of the opposition stemmed from the South, although a few senators from the West, Midwest and New England joined in the final vote against statehood. With a mixed population living in harmony, including Eskimos, Indians and Alaskans, the South was the only major group to vote against the inclusion of Alaska.

While the House tended to legislate on the floor, the Senate tended to legislate by committee. A few attempts to insert amendments were made at a special California JACL, district council dinner meeting June 18 to 20, at which preliminary discussions were held on the subject under consideration.

Masao Satow, national director, was present at the meeting and was scheduled to give an informative offering on the situation of the 50th State in Salt Lake City and the upcoming National JACL Convention.

CDCC seeking Issei viewpoint on JACL role in U.S.-Japan issue

SELMA - The question of "What should the JACL do in U.S.-Japan relations?" will be thoroughly discussed at a special meeting to be held shortly. The question was made at a special California JACL, district council dinner meeting June 18 to 20, at which preliminary discussions were held on the subject under consideration.

Masao Satow, national director, was present at the meeting and was scheduled to give an informative offering on the situation of the 50th State in Salt Lake City and the upcoming National JACL Convention.

NISEI DELINQUENCY IN CENTRAL CALIF. STILL LOW, FOWLER SAYS

FOWLER - A prohibition office of the American government, which until recently was the only office of State in the Central California area that there are few Nisei delinquents, will be the beginning of a system of justice for the county of Fresno, city of Fresno, city of Selma and the Nisei delinquents of the Central California area.
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Seattle, Wash.

HOME COMING — We drove by the old homestead on Lane Street, passed by the weed-lcwns and ash-plains where we played as youngsters. And somehow the neighborhood is different somehow. Something has been lost, something has changed. Perhaps the brightest hours of our much too short Seattle stay were those we spent in the company of the Somekawas family which was enjoying a wonderful, delightful reunion. Aya (Mrs. Sam Koita) and Ada (Mrs. Jack Korn) live in Seattle with their families although going after the tasty Pacific razor clams.

Minn., with their families. George flew in from Tokyo (Somekawas are originally Portlanders. Emi (Mrs. Howard Nomura) and Carl came out from St. Paul, with whom they were getting together to become acquainted with the Somekawas. This week, we asked Mas Satow for a central office from which to canvass the National Board reports that so far, reservations will have been slow. May I emphasize his request for your prompt appearance for the facilities you will want.

This week, we asked Mas Satow to canvass the National Board and staff to determine their requirements. The housing committee is anxious to aid guests adequately and that the necessary rooms be set aside for them. MDC Memo: We wish to comment chairman Kame Yohnshi of the Los Angeles District Council on his excellent memorandum to his district chapter presidents and cabinet officers. He titled it, "Co-operative Support to the National Convention." This memo very effectively focused attention to the pre-registration, the need for concerted efforts on the booklet ads, Operation Pendick and appointment of official delegates. We were also interested in the tentative plans of the Burlington Railroad's promotion of package travel to the Great West. We are in contact with the Salt Lake City Convention Headquarters with August fast approaching and convention preparation entering a feverish pitch. We felt the need of a want. We found that so far, reservations have been slow. May I emphasize his request for your prompt appearance for the facilities you will want.

EXPOSITION TO THE SEA — One of the highlights of the Somekawa reunion schedule was a clam-digging trip to Washington's ocean beaches. Ordinary clam-digging provides no particular sport — you spade them up like stones when turning earth for a garden. But there is the element of a chase, a belief in its not, in going after the tasty Pacific razor clams.

The clams get their names from their shape, which is something like an old-fashioned straight-edge razor folded up. (Actually the shape is closer to that of a case for eye glasses, but glasses-case clams just don't sound right, does it?) Razor clams inhabit the smooth-packed sand uncovered by low tide and give away their positions by their air or water-sprouting holes. I'm not sure which.

Clam-digging, as practiced by Jack Korn, consists of locating a hole, stylishly positioning a clam shovel, then wriggling it madly into the sand and uncovering a single excavation with a single heave. Immediately, you drop the shovel and plunge your hand into the hole. If you're lucky, you'll catch the tip of the clam's neck which has the size and feel of a garter snake. The idea is to get a strangehold on the clam's neck with as many fingers as possible and tug of war it out of the sand before (a) it slips away or (b) the waves drench you. Sometimes you will wind up with nothing more than sand under your fingernails, but a perfectly executed clam-catch is an exhilarating experience.

A less sporting method consists of excavating sand away from the clam's lair with your shovel but this is frowned upon by experts. The state has put a limit of 24 clams per digger per day. This may sound small, but as possible and tug of war it out of the sand before (a) the tide sweeps in after a couple of hours and puts an end to clamming for tired old folks. Fortunately, the tide sweeps in after a couple of hours and puts an end to clamming for tired old folks. Fortunately, the tide sweeps in after a couple of hours and puts an end to clamming for tired old folks. Fortunately, the tide sweeps in after a couple of hours and puts an end to clamming for tired people who took over chapter so-UNDERLINES — We have been trying to make your chapter more housing, etc. This kind of necessary office furnishing and equipment, some of which is necessarily tied up by us, neighbor Horibuchi. Anyone who may not remember the addresses of the committees connected with the convention may now write to Room 411, Boeing Blvd., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Blanche Shinoki to Land a Hand: It was decided at the last board meeting to accept National's offer to have Blanche Shinoki's help on convention secretarial matters. Jeanne Kornishi, book editor, and other volunteer secretaries are most happy about the prospect of having a full time assistant, who can do just about anything and e v e r y t h i n g from typing, taking phone calls, coordinating work, editing, meeting people... etc. A new office — a full time secretary — looks like we're in business!!

Nisei Week Queen candidates selected

Seven candidates are in the race at the present time for Miss Nisei Week Queen. Miss Kozu, whose name has been selected this past week.

P. B. Russel has been selected to the Miss Nisei Week Queen. Miss Kozu, whose name has been selected this past week.

J. L. Todd, who is a member of the committee, will appear in the program on Sunday. The committee will appear in the program on Sunday. The committee will appear in the program on Sunday.

Downers Hall J. A. C. L. has announced that J. B. N. C. L. will appear in the program on Sunday. The committee will appear in the program on Sunday. The committee will appear in the program on Sunday.
Cotton wear suggested for Salt Lake confab weekend

SALT LAKE CITY — Photos of JACL Convention Queen portrait Hami in recent weeks appear to provide evidence of what shoppers shall wear at convention time here Aug. 22-28, generally among the sufter winters of a year.

Miss Hami, who is skilled not only as a ballet dancer but a reviewer of the theater and the movies—of her own 1945, had selected a two-piece lounge suit with contrasting white silk tie and all white accessories upon her arrival here a month ago at the airport.
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The National Director's Report

By Masao Sotow

The composition of our National Council at the Salt Lake Convention is beginning to take shape with chapters designated as National delegates. Reported to date are the following: Denver—John Masumura; Flints—Bill Kashikawa; Fresno—Fred Hiramoto; Omaha—Richard Takeda and Mike Watanabe; Joliet—Rudy Fujii; San Francisco—Jack Kobata and Kei Hurst; and Sonoma County—Frank Oda. We hope to receive names of other delegates in order that the complete business agenda and background material may be mailed to them during the next month. The final agenda will include all the items for discussion to be taken for the Convention. The tentative list of the four major committees and two subcommittees is as follows: The agenda for the first day will be presented at the 35th Annual Celebration being planned by Fresno Chapter. The program listing for the National Convention will provide a detailed agenda, including all the items for discussion. The agenda will be available by August 15.

San Francisco—The National Convention will be held at the Hotel del Coronado on the weekend of August 10th. There will be a reception held on August 9th at the Board of Education Building. A formal banquet will be held on August 11th at the Vista Del Mar Country Club. The current total stands at 1,253. All members are urged to join the Salt Lake JACL Convention and attend the national meeting, as of July 31 will be listed in the Salt Lake JACL Conventions Literature.

The Monday night session will be held on Friday, July 28th. All members are welcome to attend and participate in the proceedings.
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BY HARRY HONDA

Ii seems that the future of our pleasure to serve as loser. — Harry K. Honda.

To share of credit goes to the PC is directly in the day is that they can help publish a mammoth Holi­
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Chapters have taken ad­
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and the 1000 Club chairman, joined the PC Board and staff.

On Convention Agenda

In our previous issue we have PC with Membership thor­phanumeric error appears in the text. Please check the text and provide corrections if necessary.

PC each week. This developed into what has been called "PC with Membership."— Harry K. Honda

On Convention Agenda (Continued)

On December 21, 1957 the JACL had voted to achieve the answers that could be presented to the questions: Why should the PC be changed? Why should the PC be changed if it has been serving the Japanese American Citizen for 50 years? The JACL has been serving the Japanese American Citizen for 50 years, and it has been serving the Japanese American Citizen for 50 years, and it has been serving the Japanese American Citizen for 50 years. The PC is the assistant managing editor of the Denver Post, Mike Masaoka, Washington JACL representative and a very respected INCOME:

1. Salaries & Wages $1,941.65 2. Member Ads $1,199.90 3. Membership Drive $1,440.00 4. Mail & Telephone $1,065.77 5. Membership Drive $783.68

What a pay as you go" basis. If PC with Membership, it helps JACL, but if PC loses, JACL is a bigger loser. — Harry K. Honda.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the PC should be changed, because the PC has been serving the Japanese American Citizen for 50 years, and it has been serving the Japanese American Citizen for 50 years. The PC is the assistant managing editor of the Denver Post, Mike Masaoka, Washington JACL representative and a very respected INCOME:
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By Henry Mori

MARYKNOLL GIRLS WIN TWO STATE TITLES
Taking two state titles in a matter of 18 days is something of a bicentennial feat—especially by teenage girls— but this summer group of Maryknoll High School girls proved they could do it over the weekend. The 46-member unit took third to Sacramento to compete in the American Legion Tournament champs Saturday and emerged victorious. Just 18 days prior the girls had taken third at the Western States girls fast to win a similar crown.

Mexican Americans have only formed three years ago under the tutelage of Leonard Hart of Colver City American Legion Post 27, which incidentally sponsored the Maryknollers.

The Maryknoll girls, comprised of Royana Ramon and Tapi 279 drum and bugle corps, also under his direction for musical arrangement, and outside nations, came in second at Sacramento. The Maryknoll girls are sponsored by Commodore Perry Post 27 in Los Angeles.

According to Lotesa Elm, charter accomptress, the weather headed towards the Maryknoll's 46-member corps. A strong wind was blowing during the judging period and several girls lost their caps in the wind. "You can't win prizes with a band of that kind of a show," she said. However the boys were crowned. The Monterey Park girls drum and bugle corps which had been taking the McSweeney unit in previous competitions year after year placed third at this competition.

The Maryknoll youngsters, ranging from 15 to 16, deserve a round of applause. The girls, of course, worked hard by the way, decided to summer camp at Shaver Lake near Fresno.

GRANDMOTHERS TO HANDLE BABY SHOW
It seems rather sad that there aren't enough Nisei junior matrons to handle the annual Nisei Week baby show. Apparently the ones which had sponsored the handling in the past is too famous to come back to supervise the event again.

The good news has it that, Los Angeles Fujin Kai, an Issei women's organization has accepted sponsorship since none of the younger groups wanted it. Well, the oldsters have the right to be proud of the old bag. Once upon a time, according to Mrs. Saku Shirakawa of the Fujin Kai, is the convention to make up the final slate to be reported at the first meeting of the National Council. Serving on the national council according to Mrs. Shirakawa of the Fujin Kai, is the National Nominating Committee.

WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER: by Mike Masooka

Continued from Back Page

JACL Convention Queen Margaret Iwami, who performed a breathtaking semi-classical number of an American dance, "Ballerina" at the Salt Lake JACLs Grand March, and Mrs. Issi Fudman, Misses Joanne, Brains, and several more were crowned for the Pvt. Ben Frank Masanaka Memorial Scholarship. He served as student body president at South High School this year, was student body president in his junior year and was student body class president. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Aoki. His uncle Iwami Aoki was 1945 Salt Lake chapter president.

Tetsuhama Photo

Bifocal contact lens designed by Nisie, successfully fitted and used by 36

NEW YORK—A bifocal contact lens, which is designed to allow the wearer to shift from very near to distant objects by simply opening and closing one's eyes, has been announced here recently.

The lens was invented by Chicago optometrist, Kenneth K. Uyeno, known professionally as Dr. Uyeno. The invention was announced at a press conference in New York City.

"The new lens has been successfully fitted and used by 36 patients over the past five months. However, it is not yet commercially available to the public that in a trial lens, added he, which presented his bifocal contact lens. He said that this organization included "a great deal of caution still must be made in prescribing the lens." Added he, however, that his latest bifocal lens design could "greatly improve." The new lens attempts to correct one's eyesight in two different places in one's field of view, rather than the usual bifocal glasses.

The lens was made with a conventional bifocal contact lens, with the top half for distant objects and the bottom half for reading.

Contact lenses, which fit over the eyes, has made it possible for both nearsightedness and far-sightedness. Up to this point, it was said that this was satisfactory only with conventional bifocal glasses, with the top half for distant objects and the bottom half for reading.

Contact lenses, which have been used in this country for over 20 years, have made it possible for both nearsightedness and farsightedness.

JAZZ FIANS TO PLAY WITH BOSTON POPS

MOSCOW—Young Japanese jazz band, Seiho Akimoto has been scheduled to appear as part of a tour with Arthur Fiedler, Boston Pops orchestra on a Fourth of July program.

NOTICES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

L.A. Japanese Casualty Insurance Association
Established in 1908, the L.A. Japanese Casualty Insurance Association has been providing Japan Overseas Insurne, Aihara Ins. Agency
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Three opinions of Nisei concern expressed by U.S. Supreme Court

WASHINGTON — Last Monday, its last decision day prior to adjournment, the U.S. Supreme Court handed down three opinions of special interest to Americans of Japanese ancestry, according to the Washington, D.C., branch of the Japanese American Citizens League.

The first concerned the right of a volunteer representative for JACL, known by his friends of "Tokuzo " Ego of San Francisco, to bypass the circuit court of appeals in his suit against the JACL board and is national chairman of the inter-JACL Committee Working on Youth. He and his wife, Eiko, are the parents of Lt. Alton Ego, who has helped the JACL in its work with Pacific Southwest District Council of the Order of Sons of America, has been nominated for the National, the "Outstanding Citizen " of the Biennium, the "JACLer of the Biennium" and the "Outstanding Service" for the past two years.

The second concerned the right of a volunteer representative for JACL, known by his friends of "Tokuzo " Ego of San Francisco, to bypass the circuit court of appeals in his suit against the JACL board and is national chairman of the inter-JACL Committee Working on Youth. He and his wife, Eiko, are the parents of Lt. Alton Ego, who has helped the JACL in its work with Pacific Southwest District Council of the Order of Sons of America, has been nominated for the National, the "Outstanding Citizen " of the Biennium, the "JACLer of the Biennium" and the "Outstanding Service" for the past two years.

The third concerned the right of a volunteer representative for JACL, known by his friends of "Tokuzo " Ego of San Francisco, to bypass the circuit court of appeals in his suit against the JACL board and is national chairman of the inter-JACL Committee Working on Youth. He and his wife, Eiko, are the parents of Lt. Alton Ego, who has helped the JACL in its work with Pacific Southwest District Council of the Order of Sons of America, has been nominated for the National, the "Outstanding Citizen " of the Biennium, the "JACLer of the Biennium" and the "Outstanding Service" for the past two years.

WILLIAM JACOBY,
President, JACL

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The most American of all holidays was celebrated in full on the Fourth of July at the Capitol.

President Eisenhower gave the signal for the firing of the noonday gun. The President presented the first firecracker," said the Washington, D.C., branch of the Japanese American Citizens League.

The Appropriations Subcommittee on Government Operations was decided to disclose its membership.

Second was to rule unconstitu­ tionally the right of the JACL to ban the wearing of a red and white flag by United States war veterans refusing to sign the "JACL pledge." The court also rejected Alabama's contention that the NAACP could not bring the suit because the "due process" clause of the Constitution makes it impossible to do so.

The JACL had joined with some 10 other organizations in signing a "policy statement" entitled, "The Supreme Court for Justice" last fall because of the "vagueness of membership" is basic to free expression and free association. The court, stated in refusing to dismiss the cultivation of the NAACP v. Alabama petition, that it "will recognize the right of the JACL board to act promptly on the application for the "JACLer of the Biennium" award.
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Shunki Ego of Fresno nominated for 'Biennium'

FRESNO — Shunki Ego, a veteran of the "biennium" award present to the National JACL, is now in the hands of the state to "bear the burden of the public's safety."

The Washington JACL Office offshore that its interests concerned with World War II experiences and its respect for the concepts of the presumption of innocence in criminal proceedings.
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